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Inspired by our most iconic turntable, Mediterraneo X celebrates its 
ancestor through an unprecedented mix of technologies, innovative 
features, and a design created to achieve the highest performance: it’s 
our first turntable ever with a high mass platter, made of Aluminium 
and POM platter and a 20mm thick solid machined aluminium plinth 
joining massive hardwood finely machined and 3mm stainless steel 
platform to increase structure rigidity. An innovative and easy-to-use 
touchscreen display allows regulating the motor torque controlling the 
power transmission to enable music genre perfect adapting and check 
the cartridge timer, designer to track playing time for up to 3 cartridges. 
Besides Mediterraneo X features high-quality RCA connectors to enjoy 
the favourite interconnect cables.

Turntable

NEW

MEDITERRANEO X

  | Massive solid aluminium and POM platter 
(45mm, 7Kg)

  | High-damping design precisely engineered

  | 33/45 electronic speed control with fine 
speed adjustments

  | TFT colour display with touchscreen 
interface

  | Aluminium, stainless steel, and hardwood 
walnut plinth

  | Ultra-precise synchronous 12V motor

  | Variable torque with easy adjustments

  | Cartridge timer to track playing time

  | Rigid Turntable Design

External power supply (optional) PST-10

Finishes Italian walnut hardwood
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Inspired by our Italian heritage, the Mediterraneo turntable combines 
beauty and technical perfection into a unique instrument for musical 
pleasure. It is our own ode to musical passion and dedication to vinyl. 
Made of aged Italian walnut hardwood, the chassis benefits from the 
quality of such noble material: exceptional elasticity, strength and high 
density.

  | Ultra precise synchronous high-torque 12V 
motor

  | Electronic speed control with fine speed 
adjustments (pitch control)

  | 45mm heavy platter in high-density POM

  | Damping design with triple-plinth structure

  | Italian walnut, aluminium, s/steel and acrylic

  | Rigid Turntable Design

External power supply (optional) PST-10

Finishes Gold leaf, Italian walnut hardwood

Turntable

MEDITERRANEO



We believe that every turntable we make has something special that 
reveals our dedication to traditions, history, and our enthusiasm. 
Giglio is one of our best creations: our engineers and designers have 
worked together to achieve the perfect balance between beauty and 
performance.

Jason Kennedy:
The Gold Note is a smooth performer, with an effortless style that makes it easy 
to forget the mechanics of the process and enjoy the music. There was a real vista 
of sound that revealed the quality of playing and drew me into the music in no 
uncertain terms.

  | Fine speed adjustments (pitch control)

  | Electronic speed control for 331/3rpm and 
45rpm

  | 33mm platter in high-density POM

  | Damping design with triple-plinth structure

  | Italian walnut, aluminium, s/steel and acrylic

  | Rigid Turntable Design

External power supply (optional) PST-10

Finishes Italian walnut hardwood
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GIGLIO
Turntable
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The Pianosa offers a unique combination of high-quality materials and 
refined technical solutions to obtain excellent audio performance, 
thanks to the sound philosophy experimented with the full range of 
Gold Note turntables, to our experience and deep knowledge of 
innovative shapes and precious materials.

Alan Sircom:
It is an elegant design with a similarly elegant sound, and 
it has seductive looks. Add to that the simplicity of set-up 
and this is a turntable that should get lots of attention. 
It’s easy to use, easy to live with, and easy to love.

  | Fine speed adjustments (pitch control)

  | Electronic speed control for 331/3rpm and 
45rpm

  | 23mm platter in damped Poly-Vinyl

  | Damping design with triple-plinth structure

  | Luxurious materials

  | Rigid Turntable Design

External power supply (optional) PST-10

Finishes Italian walnut hardwood, Black 

PIANOSA
Turntable
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The Valore 425 Plus is the most complete and musically satisfying 
turntable of its category, offering unbeatable audio performance and a 
great musical pleasure. An elegant and modern turntable, handmade in 
Italy with the finest quality materials. Its name means both “worth” and 
“value” in Italian and that is exactly what it is: a fantastic turntable that 
offers all you need to fully enjoy every LP.

External power supply (optional) PST-10

Finishes Walnut, Silver foil, Black,
Transparent acrylic

Just as the deck is perfectly pitched in terms 
of cartridge matching for the money, it’s also 
extremely well-matched in terms of the kind 
of system this turntable is likely to partner.

VALORE 425 PLUS

  | Fine speed adjustments (pitch control)

  | Electronic speed control for 331/3rpm and 
45rpm

  | Refined plinth design for vibration control

  | Rigid Turntable Design

Turntable
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The new Valore Lite II is a completely new design featuring a 30mm 
thick HDF lacquered plinth, a precision inverted bearing, a high quality 
transparent 15mm thick platter, custom ogive anti- vibrations and 
adjustable feet and our acclaimed B-5 tonearm to offer unbeatable 
audio performance at a very competitive price. A stylish, contemporary 
turntable handmade with premium materials, it features a carefully 
machined plinth optimised for vibration control and damping, a high-
precision synchronous motor for smooth and stable rotation, and the 
331/3rpm and 45rpm manual speed selection.

VALORE LITE II

  | High-precision synchronous 12V motor

  | High-precision inverted bearing

  | Vibration-damping geometry

  | New platter design

  | Ultra-rigid plinth in HDF

  | Handmade in Italy

  | Anti-vibrations and adjustable feet

  | Rigid Turntable Design

Turntable

External power supply (optional) PST-10

Finishes Black

NEW



MACHIAVELLI MKII GOLD
MC Low Output Phono Cartridge

MACHIAVELLI MKII RED
MC Low Output Phono Cartridge

Frequency response 10-40000Hz

Output level 0.5mV

Impedance 40Ω

Suggested load 470Ω

Tracking weight 1.8 to 2.1g

Diamond Micro Elliptical

Cantilever Aluminium

Coil wire Copper

Body Duralumin 7000 alloy

Frequency response 10-40000Hz

Output level 0.4mV

Impedance 30Ω

Suggested load 470Ω

Tracking weight 1.8 to 2.1g

Diamond Line Contact

Cantilever Boron

Coil wire Copper

Body Duralumin 7000 alloy
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TUSCANY GOLD
MC Low Output Phono Cartridge

TUSCANY RED
MC Low Output Phono Cartridge

Frequency response 5-55000Hz

Output level 0.25mV

Impedance 4Ω

Suggested load 47Ω

Tracking weight 1.8 to 2.1g

Diamond Super Micro Ridge

Cantilever Boron

Coil wire Silver

Body Duralumin 7000 alloy

Frequency response 10-50000Hz

Output level 0.35mV

Impedance 20Ω

Suggested load >200Ω

Tracking weight 1.8 to 2.1g

Diamond Micro Ridge

Cantilever Boron

Coil wire Copper

Body Duralumin 7000 alloy
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VASARI SHIBATA
MM Phono Cartridge

Frequency response 10-30000Hz

Output level 4mV

Impedance 500Ω

Suggested load 47kΩ

Tracking weight 2g

Diamond Shibata

Cantilever Aluminium

Coil wire Copper

Body Duralumin alloy
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DONATELLO GOLD
MC Low Output Phono Cartridge

VASARI GOLD
MM Phono Cartridge

DONATELLO RED
MC High Output Phono Cartridge

VASARI RED
MM Phono Cartridge

ES-78
MM Phono Cartridge

Frequency response 10-40000Hz

Output level 0.5mV

Impedance 40Ω

Suggested load 470Ω

Tracking weight 1.8 to 2.1g

Diamond Micro Elliptical

Cantilever Aluminium

Coil wire Copper

Body Duralumin alloy

Frequency response 15-25000Hz

Output level 4mV

Impedance 1000Ω

Suggested load 47kΩ

Tracking weight 2g

Diamond Elliptical

Cantilever Aluminium

Coil wire Copper

Body Duralumin alloy

Frequency response 10-35000Hz

Output level 1.8mV

Impedance 140Ω

Suggested load 47kΩ

Tracking weight 1.8 to 2.1g

Diamond Micro Elliptical

Cantilever Aluminium

Coil wire Copper

Body Duralumin alloy

Frequency response 15-25000Hz

Output level 4mV

Impedance 1000Ω

Suggested load 47kΩ

Tracking weight 2g

Diamond Conical

Cantilever Aluminium

Coil wire Copper

Body Photopolymer resin

Frequency response 15-25000Hz

Output level 4mV

Impedance 1000Ω

Suggested load 47kΩ

Tracking weight 2g

Diamond Conical

Cantilever Aluminium

Coil wire Copper

Body Black POM

NEW



The PH-1000 is simply the best phono stage we have ever created: a 
unique piece of audio engineering designed to be innovative in every 
possible way and 100% made in Italy. For the first time ever, you will 
be able to play virtually any record the way it’s meant to be thanks to 
infinite EQ curves with 4 manually adjustable presets plus 36 EQ curves. 
That’s why the PH-1000 is a complete game- changer, opening a new 
era in vinyl reproduction.
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PH-1000
Phono stage

External power supply (optional) PSU-1250 / PSU-1000

Valve output stage (optional) TUBE-1012 / TUBE-1006

Finishes Black, Gold, Silver

  | EQ curves 

  | Gain, Load and Capacitance fine 
adjustments

  | Mono/Stereo

  | Class A output stage

  | High-quality connectors

  | High-quality analogue components

  | Headphone amp with sensitivity 
selection

  | Display for ease of use, SKC (Single 
Knob Control) and IR remote
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PH-1000 LITE PH-1000 PH-1000 LINE

Volume control – – Yes

Headphone output Stereo jack 6.3mm Stereo jack 6.3mm Stereo jack 6.3mm

Line input – – 2

External load – Yes Yes

Gain MM 40dB – MC 60dB MM 40dB – MC 65dB MM 40dB – MC 65dB

EQ curves 36 Completely adjustable Completely adjustable

EQ manual
adjustments

– 4 memory slots 4 memory slots

RS-232 – Yes Yes

L/R swap – R/L, L/R R/L, L/R

COMPARE PH-1000 MODELS

PH-1000 TRIO, THE ULTIMATE PHONO STAGE

The TRIO setup combines our PH-1000 phono stage with the 
dedicated PSU external power supply and the TUBE output 
stage, a multi-chassis phono stage that delivers the utmost 
quality. These three products can be purchased individually 
and together act as one becoming the ultimate vinyl 
reproduction machine.

PH-1000 TRIO LITE PH-1000 TRIO PREMIUM

PH-1000 LITE PH-1000 / PH-1000 LINE

PSU-1000 PSU-1250

TUBE-1006 TUBE-1012

PH-1000 TRIO
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  | 6 EQ curves 

  | Gain and Load fine adjustments

  | 2 independent RCA inputs

  | High-quality analogue components

  | Display for ease of use

External power supply (optional) PSU-10

Finishes Black, Gold, Silver

PH-10

The PH-10 is an ultra-versatile phono stage that offers unique features, 
including EQ curves, load and gain adjustments: a fully analogue 
design, engineered exclusively with the best components to recreate 
the musical event in the most natural way possible. The user friendly 
Single Knob Control (SKG), combined with the color display, allows 
quick adjustments of any function in real-time during music playback.

Phono stage
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External power supply (optional)  NEW PSU-5

Finishes Black

The PH-5 is our latest phono stage, a new refined machine to 
experience vinyl, engineered with the audio technology we developed 
for our highly acclaimed PH-10.
Dedicated to modern audiophiles, the PH-5 offers a true Class A 
analogue signal path, great building quality and unparalleled ease of 
use - for the first time ever, all the settings can be changed using the 
touchscreen and the innovative user interface.
The PH-5 is designed to perfectly match both MM and MC cartridges 
with great flexibility thanks to the wide range of load and gain 
adjustments. And to ensure the highest fidelity with LPs, it also features 
6 EQ curves and an incredibly low-noise background for maximum 
listening pleasure.

PH-5

  | 6 EQ curves 

  | Gain and Load fine adjustments

  | 100% analogue audio signal path

  | Audiophile connectors

  | High-End components

  | Ultra-low noise

  | TFT colour display with touchscreen 
interface

Phono stage

NEW
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The super integrated IS-1000 MKII is the first true All-In-One in the 
world of the High-End audio, designed to offer a premium audiophile 
experience. The IS-1000 MKII features a massive toroidal transformer 
driving a powerful Class AB amplifier, an MM/MC phono stage, an 
audiphile DAC, and a high-resolution streamer to easily stream music 
from the best music services, such as Tidal (and Tidal Connect), Qobuz, 
Deezer, vTuner and Spotify. With the dedicated app GN Control 
(available for iOS and Android) you can fully control the IS-1000 MKII 
and its wide range of digital and analogue inputs and experience the 
real pleasure of high-definition audio at home.

Finishes Black, Gold, Silver

  | MM/MC phono stage

  | High-End DAC

  | Digital and analogue inputs

  | Class AB amplifier and massive toroidal 
power supply

  | Plug&Play and easy to use

  | Supports: Tidal, Qobuz, Deezer, Spotify, 
Roon, MQA and vTuner

  | Tidal Connect, Roon Ready

  | Wi-Fi, Bluetooth and Airplay 2

IS-1000 MKII
Integrated streaming amplifier
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IS-1000 MKII LINE IS-1000 MKII DELUXE

DAC BurrBrown PCM1796 BurrBrown PCM1792A

Phono stage – Built-in MM/MC

COMPARE IS-1000 MODELS
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IS-10
Integrated streaming amplifier

The IS-10 is our new state-of-the-art integrated streaming amplifier 
designed for audiophiles. Our expertise in audio technology is 
seamlessly integrated in a compact All-In-One built around a high-
performance DAC to support High-Res music, up to DSD256 and PCM 
32/384kHz.
The powerful stereo amplifier delivers 140W on 8Ω driving effortlessly
a wide range of loudspeakers, or audiophile headphones thanks to the 
6.3mm headphone output and dedicated amplifier with its precision 
resistor volume control.
Fully Roon Ready, the IS-10 is compatible with all UPnP/DLNA services 
and Airplay 2, and can be controlled with our GN Control app to 
stream from Tidal (including Tidal Connect), Qobuz, Deezer, vTuner and 
Spotify Connect. Add high-definition Bluetooth and firmware updates 
delivered over the air, and you have a complete source enclosed in a 
compact-sized ultra-rigid dampened aluminium chassis.

  | High-End DAC

  | Supports: Tidal, Qobuz, Deezer, Spotify, 
Roon, MQA and vTuner

  | Tidal Connect, Roon Ready

  | Wi-Fi, Bluetooth and Airplay 2

  | Digital and analogue inputs

  | High quality headphone output

  | Stereo: 2 x 140W on 8Ω
Mono: 1 x 280W on 8Ω (with PA-10 EVO)

Finishes Black, Gold, Silver

NEW
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A state-of-the-art CD player which integrates both a digital and an 
analogue stage in an elegant unit. The CD-1000 is housed in a beautiful 
brushed aluminium chassis and made of high- quality components, 
providing great audio performances and versatile functions. It recreates 
a natural and detailed sound, with surprisingly “analogue” qualities.

External power supply (optional) PSU-1250 / PSU-1000

Valve output stage (optional) TUBE-1012 / TUBE-1006

Finishes Black, Gold, Silver

  | Ultra-rigid mechanism in aluminium

  | Low-jitter clock

  | Massive chassis in aluminium

  | Digital inputs and outputs

  | Optional external tube output stage

  | Optional external power supply

CD-1000 MKII
CD Player
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CD-1000 TRIO

THE MOST MUSICAL HIGH-END CD PLAYER EVER

The TRIO setup combines our CD player stage with the 
dedicated PSU external power supply and the TUBE output 
stage, a multi-chassis CD player that delivers the utmost 
quality. These three products can be purchased individually 
and together act as one becoming the ultimate CD 
reproduction machine.

CD-1000 TRIO PREMIUM CD-1000 TRIO LITE

CD-1000 MKII DELUXE CD-1000 MKII DELUXE

PSU-1250 PSU-1000

TUBE-1012 TUBE-1006
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The DS-1000 EVO is our new generation streaming DAC designed to 
push the boundaries of digital audio to new heights. It represents the 
definitive digital audio source for a High-End system.
Featuring a Dual Mono DAC design, leveraging one DAC chipset
per channel to deliver the highest audio quality and achieve the best 
channel separation, crosstalk and dynamics - while the class A discrete 
component design output stage guarantees outstanding musicality and 
realism. The latest technology in digital audio also allows extremely 
high resolution, up to DSD512 and PCM 32bit/384kHz, to enjoy the 
finest details while streaming from Tidal (& Tidal Connect), Qobuz, 
Spotify Connect, vTuner, and UPnP/DLNA media servers. The DS-
1000 EVO is also Roon Ready and offers Airplay 2 and Bluetooth for 
extended connectivity. Available in two models - DS-1000 EVO and  
DS-1000 EVO LINE featuring the integrated class A preamplifier stage 
and stereo RCA unbalanced and XLR balanced analogue inputs.

External power supply (optional) PSU-1250 / PSU-1000

Valve output stage (optional) TUBE-1012 / TUBE-1006

Finishes Black, Gold, Silver

  | Dual Mono DAC design

  | Supports: Tidal, Qobuz, Deezer, Spotify, 
Roon, MQA and vTuner

  | Tidal Connect, Roon Ready

  | Wi-Fi, Bluetooth and Airplay 2

  | Digital inputs

  | Analogue inputs (optional)

  | Up to DSD512 and PCM 32bit/384kHz

  | High quality headphone preamp

  | Preamplifier with class A discrete 
components output stage (optional)

  | TFT colour display with audio metadata

DS-1000 EVO
Streaming DAC

NEW
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A NEW DAWN FOR THE DIGITAL MUSIC

The TRIO setup combines our DS-1000 EVO streaming DAC 
with the dedicated PSU external power supply and the TUBE 
output stage, a multi-chassis streaming DAC that delivers 
the utmost quality. These three products can be purcha- sed 
individually and together act as one becoming an outstanding 
machine able to provide the highest performance in playing 
digital music.

DS-1000 EVO TRIO LITE DS-1000 EVO TRIO PREMIUM

DS-1000 EVO DS-1000 EVO LINE

PSU-1000 PSU-1250

TUBE-1006 TUBE-1012

DS-1000 EVO TRIO
NEW



The new DS-10 EVO is the streaming DAC for the contemporary 
audiophile, a D/A converter with a cutting-edge streamer, a line 
preamplifier and a headphone amplifier. In addition to the already 
complete connectivity, it also features high-definition Bluetooth and the 
audiophile 6.3mm headphone output. The DS-10 EVO supports high-
resolution files, such as MQA, native DSD256, and up to DSD512 when 
streaming through USB-B.
With the dedicated app GN Control, you can stream easily music from 
Tidal, Qobuz, Deezer, vTuner and Spotify - or directly from Tidal thanks 
with Tidal Connect. A fully Roon Ready streamer, the DS-10 EVO is also 
compatible with all UPnP/DLNA services, and Airplay 2.0.
And it’s the only streaming DAC that allows you to manually adjust 
the behaviour of the DAC with our innovative Chameleon technology 
to fine tune your system to your favourite genres. It also offers 
an impressive headphone amplifier that will perfectly match any 
headphone (from 8Ω to >600Ω). On top of that, the user experience 
has been improved with a renewed interface and it now allows for 
firmware updates over the air.
With the additional analogue input (available for the LINE model only) 
the DS-10 EVO becomes the perfect partner of the PH-10 phono stage 
and the centrepiece of a modern audiophile system.
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DS-10 EVO
Streaming DAC

  | Integrated line preamplifier

  | Headphone output

  | Digital and analogue inputs

  | Plug&Play and easy to use

  | Supports: Tidal, Qobuz, Deezer, Spotify, 
Roon, MQA and vTuner

  | Tidal Connect, Roon Ready

  | Wi-Fi, Bluetooth and Airplay 2

External power supply (optional) PSU-10 EVO

Finishes Black, Gold, Silver
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Designed for High-End audio systems, the P-1000 MkII is our class A
line preamplifier powered by the new proprietary Six Gain Stage
Ultra-Balanced design, featuring relays and optical ALPS Encoder
volume control.
The P-1000 MkII belongs to a new era of electronics. Top performances
and advanced technology combined to offer an outstanding
musical experience, with incredibly low distortion and extended
linear bandwidth.

P-1000 MKII
Preamplifier

  | Class A design

  | 8 analogue inputs

  | High-quality analogue components

  | Display for ease of use

  | Mono/Stereo with Phase inversion

  | 6 gain stages

External power supply (optional) PSU-1250 / PSU-1000

Valve output stage (optional) TUBE-1012 / TUBE-1006

Finishes Black, Gold, Silver

6Moons:
Gold Note’s fully balanced preamplifier showed itself as a very high-resolution
essentially neutral performer whose key strengths were tremendous depth of field,
masterful untanglement of complex interludes and, directly related, very high
magnification powers of subtle detail.
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P-1000 TRIO

AN OUTSTANDING MUSICAL EXPERIENCE

The TRIO setup combines our P-1000 MkII preamplifier with 
the dedicated PSU external power supply and the TUBE 
output stage, a multi-chassis phono stage that delivers the 
utmost quality. These three products can be purchased indivi- 
dually and together act as one delivering an outstanding 
musical experience.

P-1000 TRIO LITE P-1000 TRIO PREMIUM

P-1000 MKII DELUXE P-1000 MKII DELUXE

PSU-1000 PSU-1250

TUBE-1006 TUBE-1012
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Class AB power amplifier with a selectable damping factor for easy 
matching with a wide variety of loudspeakers.
PA-1175 MkII features proprietary optical BIAS to deliver high power 
with ultra-low distortion, as well as optical decoupling to overcome the 
downgrading solutions of traditional electronics, assuring the highest 
level of electrical protection and unbeatable performance.
Thanks to its BTL technology, it’s easy to use in stereo and mono mode.

Finishes Black, Gold, Silver

PA-1175 MKII
Power amplifier

6Moons:
For hifi hardware, I’d now have this company’s first new stereo amp in two 
decades. It’s called PA-1175 where ‘PA’ is short for power amp, not public address 
system. For the complete experience, one would obviously want an entire Gold 
Note system. It’s something this company actually do offer.

  | Class AB design

  | Stereo/Mono

  | BTL technology

  | 4 pairs of power transistors

  | Damping factor selection
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Musically engaging and controlled, the PA-10 EVO is a compact power 
amplifier designed for modern High-End audio systems and able to 
drive any loudspeaker with power and control.
You can use one in stereo or two as monoblocks to get the best audio 
performance. Despite the size, it’s extremely capable and efficient, 
delivering 140W of power in stereo (8Ω) and 280W in mono (8Ω). 
Carefully designed with select components, each unit is meticulously 
assembled and tested by hand.

Finishes Black, Gold, Silver

PA-10 EVO
Power amplifier

  | Balanced and unbalanced inputs

  | Fully balanced power amplifier

  | Stereo/Mono option

  | Exclusive adjustable Damping Factor

  | Automatic ON/OFF Trigger Control IN/OUT

  | Stereo: 2 x 140W on 8Ω
Mono: 1 x 280W on 8Ω

NEW
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The XS-85 is our masterpiece: a full-range, 3-way floor standing 
loudspeaker with rear double bass reflex design entirely shaped 
according to the iconic Gold Note design. It delivers state-of-the- art 
performances, guaranteed by high-quality components combined 
with elegant cabinets. Extremely versatile, the XS- 85 is capable of 
reproducing the most challenging musical passages impressively and 
realistically, with crystal clear details.

XS-85
Loudspeakes

  | 3-way, full-range speaker

  | Multi-port bass reflex

  | Superior crossover circuitry design

  | High-quality components

  | Premium materials and luxurious finishes

  | Completely made in Italy
Finishes Walnut glossy, Black glossy,

Gold leaf

High & Style:
As a musician, I especially appreciate a high level of 
musicality of the performance with a certain dose of 
“playfulness”. Plus the breathtaking Bella Figura!
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Featuring a totally new look on the front panel, the A6 EVO II, with its 
distinctive diamond-shaped body, is designed to control vibrations 
the best. The combination of its unique shape and the cabinet creates 
an ultra-rigid structure that enhances power control and provides a 
greater dynamic response, maintaining ultra-clean and powerful high 
frequencies.

A6 EVO II
Loudspeakes

  | 3-way, full-range speaker

  | Multi-port bass reflex

  | Premium materials and luxurious finishes

  | Completely made in Italy

Finishes Walnut glossy, Walnut matt

6Moons:
It’s lovely when a concept is so clear about what it wants, 
then so clear about giving us just that, exactly.
Being rather handsome to boot then comes as a bonus.
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This elegant 2-way bass reflex bookshelf loudspeaker sweeps 
audiophiles off their feet despite its very compact size. The A3 EVO II’s 
stunning diamond-shaped cabinet is exclusively handcrafted in Italy 
by the best wood-makers to achieve an ultra-rigid structure and the 
truly best audio quality. Exceptional components, including a silk dome 
tweeter, ensure an extended frequency response.

Finishes Walnut glossy, Walnut matt

  | 2-way bookshelf speaker with bass reflex

  | Premium materials and luxurious finishes

  | Completely made in Italy

A3 EVO II
Loudspeakes

HiFi+:
This gorgeous little pair of speakers is like a tuned 
Fiat Abarth. More sound and fun than you’d ever 
think could come from that small shape.



Pictures, descriptions and technical specification 
may change at any time without notice.
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